
                                                                         Ecology 

Fri:  HW  13.1/13.2/13.3   end of section review questions 

    a) recognize the difference that exist in a population/community/ ecosystem  

    b) recognize the importance of a Keystone species 

    c) recognize the difference between photosynthesis and chemosynthesis/ what is the product for both 

  

Mon: 13.4/13.6  end of section review questions 

    a) recognize how energy flows through a system whether it is a chain or web 

    b) How does a chain or web fit into the energy trophic levels 

    c)pg. 417 Loss of available energy/  What does the 1st 2 paragraphs mean about inefficiency? 

    d) How are these 3 pyramids similar  (Big Picture) 

Tues: 13.5  end of section and pg.423 #s 13,15,16,21  pg 424 #s 22,24(important), 27,28,29 

    a) Big Picture:   what is Common to all these biogeochemical cycles 

Wed and Thurs::  14.1/14.2/14.3  end of section reviews 

    a) you understand niches.  what occupies a niche? ___________/  A niche is _______ a species lives. 

    b) why did these niches develop?  ( 1 word) ______________ 

    c) the coevolution symbiosis is ______________ 

    pg 433 critical viewing question  

    pg 436  connect 

    which population dispersion gives the most accurate count of the density of a population  _______               

the   least?    ____________________________ 

    pg.439:  what is the leading cause of the  differences in the survivorship curves? _________________ 

    Lab: pg:  420 follow the lab 

    Lab:  virtual Capture/ Recapture 

Fri:  14.4/14.5 end of section questions 

     a)  what would you call limiting factors if you are relating this to population evolution 

     b)  how is carrying capacity related to the energy pyramid 

     c)  density dependent factors are related to what in evolutionary theory 

     d)  what does density independent factor sound like relating to evolution of populations 

     e)  what is the Big difference in development of the successions 

 

Mon:  review labs and questions  

    Hw:  451 #s 12,14,15,17,19,21,23,24, 

    26,27,28,29 

Tues:  15.1/15.2  pg 457--summarize    

     a)  climate zones are influenced by what 4 things 

     b)  what are the 2 major abiotic factors that create the various Biomes on earth 

Wed:  15.3  all questions at end of section +  pg 479  14,15,16, (important 17) ,  # 25 

     a)  why is latitude and not longitude very important to the  development of Biomes 

     b)  KNOW the chart on Pg. 463 

     c)  given different precipitation and temperatures or given different animal and plant life predict the 

type of Biome 

     d)  Lab: pg 475 follow instructions 

thurs:  15.4/15.5  all questions including hypothesize/analyze/ compare/ predict 

Fri:   Pg 479  #s  19--22 and pg 480 26--34 

     a)  work on lab from previous day 

     b)  HW:  16.1/16.2  questions end of sections and all intermediate questions 



Monday:  review air quality and air pollution 

      a)   according to environmentalists CO2 is increasing.  this is considered detrimental to our 

atmosphere.  Why?   Could there be a good effect?  (THINK) 

      b)  HW:  16.3/16.4  all questions including intermediates 

      c)  pg  495 connect  (important)  what controversy about eating too much fish is being discussed 

Tues:   16.5  all questions end of chapter and 11-26 

Wed:  Lab set up for pg.493 and  perform lab on pg 506  

       a)  study for test 

thurs:   part 1 of  test  

Fri:        part 2 of test   

 

 

 

 


